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                                    Humana is more than just a name to us - it is a promise. Everything we do revolves around the human being and their development. Based on the unity of nature & science, we offer high-quality products that parents all over the world can trust - for more than 65 years.
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                        What does being a mom really mean?
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            We are sure that for every woman it is different. Every parent experiences different magic moments, but also challenging times. 

But no matter if you are a mother of 3 boys like Daniela, a first-time mom and Humana employee like Maren or a stay-at-home mom of two girls like Zübeyda: What unites them and all of you as moms is the love for your children.
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                                    Becoming a mom is a wonderful journey. Learn more about what is essential for you and your baby to grow together.
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                Discover why Humana is so often recommended by doctors and midwives.
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                                    We offer a wide range of baby milk, infant food and food supplements
                                

                            
                    
                    
                        
                            As a global baby food brand with over 65 years of experience, we offer a wide range of baby nutrition for different needs – developed in Germany. Whether it be baby milk, baby food or food supplements — our products are scientifically-proven and are based on the latest knowledge of infant nutrition. That is why parents, doctors and midwives trust and recommend our products in more than 60 countries worldwide.
 Thus, you can be confident that when you feed your baby Humana, you are supporting them with everything they need for their optimal development.
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                                                    Every day, we are inspired by moms and babies. We listen to parents' expectations and are guided by babies' needs. Knowing that breastfeeding is beyond a doubt the best way to nourish your baby, Humana is moved by the latest insights from nature and science to offer high quality nutrition that is sensitively matched to each specific age of your baby. While supporting you and your baby with great products we are following three core values that determines our doing.
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                        Humana is supporting you and your baby on your journey of growing up together confidently
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                                    For us, nature is the key to everything. Be it your baby’s natural development or our precious raw materials.
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                                    With more than 65 years of experience in producing high-quality baby food we are the expert at your side if you need us.
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                                    It is our brand promise that we are always there for mothers and their babies – and both can rely 100 percent on the safety of our products.
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Humana PROBALANCE™

                

            
            
                
                    
                    
                        
                    

                

            


            

        

    



    









    
    
        
    
            
        

    

    

    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
    
            
    
    
    
    

    
        HMOs (human milk oligosaccharides) – a natural compound of breast milk

    
    
        
            Thanks to a complex technique it has become possible for us to add the HMO “2FL” to our baby milk, the most abundant HMO.
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            Our high-quality baby milks, e.g. Humana PROBALANCETM are produced in our new factory located in northern Germany. Find out more.
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        myHumanaPack - developed by moms for moms

    
    
        
            Our most convenient & safest pack:
	One-handed use & integrated leveller for an easy bottle preparation
	BPA-free pack
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            Humana PROBALANCETM is our promise to you and your baby to provide your baby with all necessary nutrients in order to accompany you on your journey.

        

    

        

                            

                        
                    
                
            


            
            

        

    


    










    
    
        
    
        
            
                
                    
                        From moms and dads for you.
                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            Since we are parents ourselves, we know how precious every single child is and, therefore, are aware of our great responsibility. We understand that being a parent is a natural, deep feeling that's both, demanding as well as satisfying - a purpose based on fundamental trust and commitment. Thanks to this understanding and decades of valuable experience in baby food production we are the right experts at your side.
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                                            We treat babyfood with the utmost care
                                        

                                    
                            
                            
                                
                                    When feeding your baby, you want 100% safety. That is why we at Humana treat baby food with the utmost care. In our three modern production sites our food specialists turn the essence of all our knowledge into recipes that optimally support your child’s development.
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                    Notification
                

                
                    Breastfeeding is beyond a doubt the best way to nourish your baby

                
                
                    
                        Breastfeeding is associated with many benefits for you and your baby:
	It is optimally tailored to the nutritional needs of your baby.
	It protects against infections.
	It reinforces the bond between you and your baby.
	It is the cheapest diet.

As a breastfeeding mom, please keep in mind that it is important to eat a healthy and balanced diet to pass energy and nutrients to your baby.

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends breastfeeding as the sole source of nutrition for the first 6 months and continued breastfeeding for up to two years or beyond. But for various reasons,  sometimes breastfeeding is simply not possible. If this is the case, infant formula can be used.

Before feeding infant formula, please talk to your paediatrician or midwife. Please be aware that ceasing to breastfeed or supplementing breastfeeding with infant formula may reduce breast milk supply. This effect is difficult to reverse. If you decide to use infant formula, always read and follow the instructions on the pack carefully. Improper preparation and storage may be harmful to your baby’s health.
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We need your consent to load the YouTube Video service!
We use a third party service to embed video content that may collect data about your activity. Please review the privacy police and accept the service to watch this video.
Privacy policy
OK









